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Abstract 
Since its introduction in 1975, genetic algorithm (GA) has become a widely 
used optimization method for NP-hard problems. Among different com-
ponents in GA, the selection mechanism plays a very important role in 
optimum searching. In order to study how parents should be selected, 
a model is built for the relationship between parents' fitness and their 
offsprings' fitness. Basing on the proposed model, a simulation study is 
conducted to compare different selection mechanisms. We also demon-
strate how we can choose a good selection mechanism. 
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Optimization problems are everywhere. Prom univariate numerical opti-
mization to complex combinatorial optimization, the problem of optimiza-
tion is faced almost daily by everyone. Since the method of differentiation 
was invented for continuous function, many optimization problems can be 
systematically solved in a closed form. However, many discrete optimiza-
tion problems have not yet been tackled, ever not in a closed form. For 
this kind of problems, some useful techniques have been introduced. They 
include simple local search, simulated annealing, tabu searching, cross-
entropy method, and genetic algorithm (GA). 
GA is one of the most useful searching algorithms for optimization. 
It was first designed to optimize real valued function. However, Holland 
and his colleagues further developed a more powerful GA with the ab-
straction of evolution. It is no longer necessary to assume mathematical 
requirements on continuity, differentiability, convexity and other proper-
1 
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ties. Also, it is proven that the GA will converge to the optimal solution 
as the number of generations goes to infinity. GA can provide a near op-
timal solution when some traditional search methods get stuck at a local 
maximum. For information in more details, please refer to De Boer et al. 
(2005) and Fouskakis and Draper (2002). 
GA, however, has many factors involved. Factors can be classified into 
two main categories. One is the problem-dependent factors while the other 
one is the problem-independent factors. Problem-dependent factors in-
clude fitness function, representation method for solutions, and variation 
operators like crossover and mutation. They control the fitness especially 
the mechanism that governs the relationship between the parents' fitness 
and the offsprings' fitness. Problem-independent factors include popula-
tion size and the selection mechanism. Both kinds of factors are very 
flexible and their cffects on the performance of the GA varies significantly 
in different applications. People have given guidelines on the choice of 
levels for some factors. For example, Fouskakis and Draper (2002) have 
provided some hints for the value of crossover rate, and mutation rate. 
A general study of the problem-dependent factors is difficult, if not 
impossible, because of the nature of the factors. In this thesis we put 
our focus on the selection mechanism, a problem-independent factor. A 
selection mechanism determines the probability for each individual to be 
selected to produce offsprings. Without a "proper" selection mechanism, 
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the GA may behave like a random walk. Many selection mechanisms have 
been proposed, but there are little guidelines on how to choose a selection 
mechanism in order to have good performance of the GA. Thus, we try 
to build a model to investigate how we can choose a "good" selection 
mechanism for any given GA application. 
To make this study feasible, a parametric model is built for the problem-
dependent effects. The model should be rich in the sense that different 
settings of problem-dependent factors in a particular problem fit to the 
model with properly selected parameter values. There are five parameters 
in the proposed model. Two of them, say a and b, control the location 
and the scale of a linear transformation of the fitness function. To simplify 
the study, we consider only rank-based selection mechanisms because their 
performance is not affected by the above two parameters. Thus, without 
loss of generality, we can fix a and b to spccificd values in our study. 
Although the model for the effects of the problem-dependent factors 
is intuitive, it is not simple enough to make theoretical study possible. 
To solve the problem, a simulation approach is taken. We simulate the 
process of evolution of the GA under our model and investigate how differ-
ent selection mechanisms perform. We conclude our computer comparison 
experiments to produce some guidelines on the choice of selection mecha-
nism when the parameters of the model are known. Researchers can then 
estimate the parameters for his problem at hand and follow the recom-
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mendation to choose the selection mechanism. 
We have also checked our findings using three GA applications. We find 
that there are consistent results between our model and the real practice of 
the GA applications. The similar recommendations between our model and 
real practices give us confidcncc that the approach of having an abstract 
model to represent the GA works. 
Chapter 2 
Introduction to Genetic Algorithm 
2.1 The Basic Genetic Algorithm 
The works on GA appeared in early 60's. It has become popular since the 
publication of Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems by Holland 
(1975). The GA is now a widely used optimization method for NP-hard 
problems. It has been successfully applied in many fields like scheduling, 
circuit design, pattern recognition, etc. Detailed introduction and overview 
of GA can be found in Goldberg (1989) and Mitchell and Forrest (1994). 
Many useful modifications have been suggested since its invention in order 
to make GA more efficient. GA is a stochastic search method which can 
almost surely locate a near optimal solution to an optimization problem. 
Chatterjee, Laudato and Lynch (1996) gave detailed applications of GA. 
The basic idea of GA is on Darwin's theory, which is a biological evolu-
tionary theory. Evolution is, in fact, a huge optimization process in nature. 
5 
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In one phrase, it is "Survival of the Fittest". The GA is developed from 
such an idea. GA is applied not only in the optimization problems in bio-
logical fields, but also in the optimization problems in science, engineering 
or even in logistics. 
There is a great similarity between Darwin's theory and GA. In GA, we 
encode each possible solution in the solution space as a chromosome, or in 
fact, a string. Each possible solution of the optimization problem is also 
regarded as an individual. A set of N individuals constitutes a population. 
A fitness function measures how fit a chromosome is. In the terminology 
of optimization, the fitness function is the objective function. The fitness 
function can be transformed into other forms as long as the transformed 
function is a strictly increasing function of the original fitness function. 
Goldberg (1989) and Michalewicz (1992 pp.56-72) has summarized three 
categories of the fitness functions. 
Besides, the GA involves selection mechanism, which bases totally on 
the fitness function values. The selection mechanism is a stochastic proce-
dure to decide which individual is selected for reproduction. It should be 
in line with a common belief that individuals with better fitness are more 
likely selected to produce offsprings. The idea here is similar to "Survival 
of the Fittest"，and individuals with better fitness values have larger prob-
ability to survive and to reproduce offsprings than those with less fitness 
values. After selecting a pair of individuals, which can be called parents. 
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using a selection mechanism, variation operators are used to generate off-
spring in the next generation. 
The GA operates in a succession of iterations called generations. In each 
generation, the selection mechanisms and variation operators are applied 
in order to produce a new set of possible solutions in the next generation. 
The performance of the solutions will continuously improve as generations 
go over until certain stopping criterion is satisfied. Finally, the solution 
with the largest fitness values will be found at the end of the GA. As the 
selection mechanisms and variation operators are two important elements 
in the GA, they will be explained in more details in the coming sections. 
2.1.1 Selection Mechanisms 
The selection mechanism is one of the most important mechanisms in 
the GA. When used with proper variation operators, the selection process 
enhances the chance that individuals being produced in the next generation 
are "better". Without such selection mechanism of parents, evolution 
may behave like a random walk. Therefore, it is vital that the selection 
mechanism leads the direction of improvement. It makes GA work and 
makes it deviate from a random walk. 
Most frequently, parents are chosen to reproduce the offsprings in cer-
tain random sense. The offsprings then fully replace the parents when 
keeping the population size N constant. Thus, a good selection mecha-
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nism must have large probability that the "good" parents are selected to 
produce offsprings. 
There are many variations in the selection mechanisms, and Goldberg 
and Deb (1991), in general, presented different selection mechanisms. The 
simplest or the most apparent one may be that probability to be selected 
is directly proportional to the actual fitness values, but there are still 
many modifications. For example, whether the selection mechanism is 
with replacement or not, whether a transformation of the fitness function 
should be used or not, etc. are all needed to be considered. 
Another type of selection mechanisms is rank-based. They use the rank 
in place of the actual fitness values. They are very useful and popular 
selection techniques in GA. The simplest tournament selection method 
chooses k individuals without replacement from the population at random, 
and the individual with the best fitness is selected as one of the parents. 
This rank-based selection mechanism seems to be more stable than that 
using the actual fitness value since strictly increasing transformation of 
the fitness function has no effect on the rank-based selection mechanisms. 
2.1.2 Variation Operators 
The variation operators describe the stochastic relation between the two 
selected parents and their offsprings. In fact, such operators model the 
random search. Given a pair of selected parents, the variation operators 
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transform the parents to an offspring. This transformation ensures simi-
larity between parents and offsprings. For example, the fitness values of 
offsprings may have the same mean location as its parents, and have cer-
tain variation. In other words, this variation operators will determine the 
whole distribution of the offsprings' fitness. 
Apparently, the variation operators providing the basic template of off-
springs in the next generations include the crossover operator and mutation 
operator. Crossover operator is to exchange the substring of the chromo-
somes while mutation operator generates small changes in the string bits. 
With the randomness of both operations, however; such variation opera-
tions do not have any direction to make the next generation to evolve. 
• Crossover operator: This operator generates a new offspring by com-
bining two parents with flexible crossover rate Pc. The crossover rate 
is the probability that the offsprings are obtained by crossover. This 
operator seems to explore in the regional search space. This opera-
tor allows two chromosomes to share information and generate a new 
chromosome. In the simplest version, the rate is equal to 1 and all 
offspring must be obtained through crossover operator. Almost all 
researchers agree that the rate should not be too small (less than 
0.3). 
• Mutation operator: After crossover operator, this operator modifies 
an individual to form another one. For each position of the chro-
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mosome, which is a binary string, there is a flexible mutation rate 
Prn that the position of the chromosome is switched from 0 to 1 or 
vice versa. This operator seems to do a random local search around 
the individual. The mutation operator plays a role of local move. 
Therefore, the rate should be typically small (less than 0.1). 
Specification of the values of algorithm parameters is discusscd in more 
detailed in Fouskakis and Draper (2002). It gives the possible range values 
of Pc and Pm with which most researchers agree. 
The selection of fitness function, representation of the solutions in the 
search space, selection mechanism and variation operators are extremely 
flexible. Researchers can use different fitness functions or representation 
of the chromosomes to different optimization problems. However, this 
may also increase the difficulties to use the GA when there are algorithm 
parameters needed to be specified in advance. 
2.2 Implementation of Genetic Algorithm 
In this section, we try to give a basic framework of GA. Suppose our goal 
is to maximize an objection function g{x). Common steps of GA are given 
as follows. 
1. At the beginning we need to specify a problem, and have to represent 
all possible solutions in a string form x which is the chromosome. In 
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fact, there are many different representations of chromosomes for a 
problem. The representation of chromosomes, which can be binary 
strings while some can be permutation strings, is dependent on the 
problem. For binary string, the chromosome x = {xi,x2,Xp), where 
each Xi is either 0 or 1. 
2. Fitness function g{x) for any possible solution a; is a measure of 
the goodness of x. Definitely, the optimization problem remains un-
changed if we perform a strictly increasing transformation of the fit-
ness function. 
3. To start the GA, we need to randomly generate a number of pos-
sible solutions which form an initial population. Suppose there are 
N chromosomes in the initial population, which is denoted as x = 
(Xi, . . . , Xn). 
4. We calculate the fitness g{x) of each chromosome in the population, 
and obtain n fitness values p (x i ) , . . . , ^ (xn) . 
5. Apply selection mechanism. Chromosome with high fitness function 
values is more likely to be selected as parents. As an example, when 
g{x) is a positive function, the selection probability pi for the i-th 
chromosome can be 
灼二 ^ " ( X i ) ' 
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6. Generate next generation. Given two selected parents, one offspring 
is produced through the variation operators based on the two par-
ents. In each generation, the process of applying selection mechanism 
should be repeated N times in order to produce N offsprings. After 
producing N offsprings, these N new offsprings form the next gener-
ation. Go to step 4 unless certain stopping criterion is met. 
2.3 Examples of Combinatorial Optimization 
In this section, we will consider three combinatorial examples, which are 
the Max-Cut Problem (MCP), the Transportation Problem (TP) and the 
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP). All of these examples can be solved by 
GA, and they will be used to check for consistency between our model and 
real cases after the model is established. We will give the basic formulation 
for each problem. We will also provide the distribution of their fitness in 
order to give some hints to our model development. 
2.3.1 Max-Cut Problem 
The MCP is an example with binary representation, where individuals can 
be presented in a form of binary vector. The problem can be formulated 
as follows. Let G = (V, C) be an edge-weighted graph with non-negative 
weights, where V is a node set of size n and C = (Qj) is an n x n symmetric 
cost matrix with Qj representing the non-negative weight of the edges from 
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the i-th node to the j-th node. A cut T of G means a partitioning of V 
into two disjoint subsets, V^  and V2. 
A MCP is a combinatorial optimization problem to find a cut of G such 
that the sum of the weights of the edges going from a node in one subset 
to a node in another subset is maximized. Without loss of generality, we 
can assume that ca — 0 for all i. There are many ways to represent a cut 
T. Here, we define a cut T as a binary vector T = (ti,...,亡n), with ti = I 
and U = t j if and only if the i-th node and the j-th node belong to the 
same subset. We want to solve the following maximization problem: 
n —1 n 
m a x ^ [ q A抖 ] (2.1) 
i=l j=i+l 
where 卢� ] is an indicator function. We use a 6-node graph with the 
following cost matrix as our example. Let 
/ \ 
0 2 7 5 6 4 
2 0 3 8 3 2 
7 3 0 1 7 4 
5 8 1 0 6 3 
6 3 7 6 0 1 
� 4 2 4 3 1 0 y 
A cut {{1,3,6} , {2,4,5}} as a possible solution is presented as a binary 
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vector t = (1,0,1,0,0,1), and the corresponding cost is 
Cl2 + Ci4 + Ci5 + C32 + C34 + C35 + C62 + Cq4 + C65 
= 2 + 5 + 6 + 3 + 1 + 7 + 2 + 3 + 1 
= 3 0 . 
In this thesis an artificial MCP is used as a test example. The problem has 
50 nodes, which is needed to be partitioned into two subsets. Let Pc 二 1 be 
the crossover rate and pm = 0.002 be the mutation rate. The cost matrix 
Cij is uniformly generated from the range of [1,100]. We use the objective 
in Equation (2.1), N = 100 as the population size, and simply simulate 50 
generations. 
The representation of the chromosomes is in a binary string. We have 
to define the crossover and mutation operators. We simply use one-point 
crossover. Consider the following two chromosomes as our parents, 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0. 
We randomly choose a single position and exchange the elements of the 
two parents. If we choose the sixth position, the offspring may be 
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0. (2.2) 
In fact, there should be two offsprings, but we raiidoinly take one for use. 
Also, for the mutation operator, we use a two-point swap. We randomly 
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choose two points and exchange the two elements. Suppose the fourth and 
seventh points are selected. The offspring in Equation (2.2) becomes 
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0. 
There are many considerations in the area of variation operators. More 
details can be found in Fouskakis and Draper (2002). For the selection 
method, we use a tournament method with tournament size 2. The his-
tograms of population fitness in different generations are showed in Figure 
2.1. We can see that the population fitness continuously moves to the right 
as the generation number increases. It shows how the GA works. 
2.3.2 Transportation Problem 
The TP looks for the minimum transportation cost to transport a com-
modity from a number of sources to a number of destinations. For the 
TP, the amount of supply for each source, the amount of demand at each 
destination and the transportation cost from each source to each destina-
tion are specified in advance. The aim of this problem is to determine the 
smallest total cost for the transportation. Michalewicz (1992, pp.141-155) 
gives much details of this problem. 
Assume there are n sources and m destinations. Denote the amount of 
supply at source i by s⑴，and the demand at destination j by d(J), The 
unit transportation cost between source i and destination j is Let oc”, 
which should be a non-negative integer, be the amount transported from 
CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ALGORITHM 16 
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Figure 2.1: Performance of GA on the MCP 
source i to destination j . Moreover, the TP is a minimization problem. 
In order to have a consistent presentation for our problems, we maximize 
the negative of the transportation cost. The transportation problem can 
be formulated as follows. 
n m 
芯 X ] X I c 两 1 (2.3) 
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subject to 
Y^JLi Xij < s � ’ for = 1,2, . . . , n ; 
^'ij > for j = 1 , 2 , . . . , m ; 
Xij for i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n and j = 1 ,2 , . . . , m are non-negative integers. 
The above problem implies that the total supply must be at 
least equal to the total demand . When the total supply equals 
the total demand, the resulting formulation is called a balanced transporta-
tion problem. It differs from the above only in that all the corresponding 
inequality constraints are equalities; that is, 
Y^JLi ^ij = for 2 = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n, 
Er=i ^'ij 二 认 j), for j = 1,2,..., rri. 
For example, assume that there are 4 sources and 5 destinations. Suppose 
the supply is 
5(1) 二 9，5(2) 二 17, 5(3) = 21, s(4) = 13. 
The demand is 





Let the unit transportation cost Cij be as shown in Table 2.1. 
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Tabic 2.1: Unit transportation cost c^ 
j = l j = 2 j = 3 j二4 j = 5 
i = l 6 3 23 13 5 
i=2 7 8 12 4 16 
i=3 14 18 3 11 8 
i=4 9 10 5 7 17 
Table 2.2: Transportation amount for each source and destination 
d(l) = 15 d(2) = 5 d{3) = 8 d(4) = 18 d{5) = 14 
s ( l ) = 9 0 0 8 0 1 
s(2) = 17 15 2 0 0 0 
5 (3) = 21 0 3 0 18 0 
s(4) = 13 0 0 0 0 13 
For a possible solution Xij in Table 2.2, the total cost is 
n m 
Cij 工 ij 
= ( 2 3 ) ( 8 ) + (5)(1) + (7)(15) + (8)(2) + (18)(3) + (11)(18) + (17)(13) 
= 7 8 3 . 
TP is a constrained optimization problem. For the representation of 
chromosomes, we can represent a possible solution by a permutation of 
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{ 1 , …， n m } , say R = (n , r2 , . . . 画).The optimal solution can always 
be in such permutation strings with following mechanism to transform a 
string to a solution. This representation of chromosomes maps transporta-
tion amount to a matrix like Table 2.2 with the permutation order in R 
representing the visiting order. For example, we can use the following 
permutation R to represent the transportation amount showed in Table 
2.2. 
R = (6, 7,12，14’ 9,10,8,3,1,5，2,17,20,4,15,11,18,16,19,13). 
The first visit of R is ri = 6，and it indicates the 2nd row and the 1st 
column while we consider a row-wise counting. The supply X21 from the 
second source to the first destination then takes value 
min(s(2), (i(l)) = min(17,15) = 15. 
Then we set the new s(2) to 2 (=17-15) and the new d(l) to 0 (=15-15). 
Please refer to the s(2) and d(l) in Table 2.3. 
The second visit is r) — 7, and it indicates the 2nd row and the 2nd 
column. The supply X22 is 
min(5(2),c/(2)) = min(2,5) = 2, 
and we set the new s{2) to 0 (=2-2) and the new d{2) to 3 (=5-2). The 
transportation amount is shown in Table 2.4. 
The third visit is rs = 12, and it indicates the third row and the second 
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Tabic 2.3: Transportation amount procedure (a) 
d{l) = 0 d(2) = 5 d{3) = 8 d(4) = 18 d{b) = 14 
s ( l ) = 9 0 0 0 0 0 
s(2) = 2 15 0 0 0 0 
.s(3) = 21 0 0 0 0 0 
s(4) 二 13 0 0 0 0 0 
Tabic 2.4: Transportation amount procedure (b) 
(i(l) = 0 d(2) = 3 d{3) 二 8 d{4：) = 18 d{5) = 14 
.s(l) = 9 0 0 0 0 0 
s(2) = 0 15 2 0 0 0 
s(3) = 21 0 0 0 0 0 
,s(4) = 13 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 2.5: Transportation amount procedure (c) 
d{l) = 0 d(2) = 0 d{3) = 8 d(4) = 18 d(5) = 14 
s ( l ) = 9 0 0 0 0 0 
s(2) = 0 15 2 0 0 0 
s(3) = 18 0 3 0 0 0 
s(4) = 13 0 0 0 0 0 
column. The supply X32 is 
min(.s(3),ri(2)) = min(21,3) = 3. 
Then, we also set the new s{3) to 18 (=21-3) and the new d{2) to 0 (-3-3). 
The transportation amount is shown in Table 2.5. 
We go through all the visits, and the solution is determined. Also, 
there can be many strings representing the same set of ocij, such as the 
representations, 
Ri = (20,14, 3,8,6，7,12, 5,1，2,11,9,15,10，17,4,16,13’ 18,19), 
and 
R2 = (6,7,12,14,9,10,8,3,1, 5,2,17,20,4,15,11,18,16,19,13)， 
in this example. 
To illustrate a real example of the TP, we need to define some algorithm 
parameters again. Suppose there are 10 sources and 10 destinations. There 
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are 100 total supply. Let Pc = 1 for the crossover rate and Pm = 0.001 for 
the mutation rate. The cost matrix is Cij is uniformly generated from the 
range of [1,100]. We have the objective in Equation (2.3)，N = 100 as the 
population size, and simply simulate 100 generations. 
For permutation representation of chromosomes, the simple crossover 
operator introduced for binary strings no longer works because it will pro-
duce an invalid offspring. Reeves (1995) uses flowshop sequencing to solve 
the problem of crossover for permutations. The operator only keeps some 
points from the first cliroinosoine while deleting the points in the second 
chromosome, and fill the first by the rest points from second chromosome 
in order. Suppose there are two chromosomes, 
1 4 8 7 2 5 9 6 3 10 
7 2 5 8 10 3 1 9 4 6. 
We create a template for the offspring in a binary string in order to select 
the points from the first chroinosoine. Suppose the template is 
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1. 
Thus, the offspring will capture the information of the first chromosome 
like 
* 4 8 * 2 5 9 * * 10. 
Then, we use the non-duplicate points from the second chromosome 
7 3 16 
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to fill the offspring in order. Finally, the offspring becomes 
7 4 8 3 2 5 9 1 6 10. 
After the crossover operator, the mutation operator is just identical to 
that in the MCP, which is the two-point swap mutation. In fact, there 
are many other mutation methods suggested by researchers, but without 
a consistent agreement on which one is better. For the selection method, 
we use a tournament method with tournament size of 2. 
Figure 2.2 shows the transportation cost of chromosomes in different 
generations. We can observe that the histograms quickly shift to the right 
as generation number increases. This means that the GA on-going searches 
for a solution with small transportation cost. 
2.3.3 Travelling Salesman Problem 
The TSP which is an example with permutation representation, can be 
formulated as follows. There is a set of cities in a graph. A travelling 
salesman wants to find the shortest path P passing all cities only once and 
back to the initial city. 
The problem can be formulated as follows. Consider a weighted graph 
G with n cities (1 , . . . , n), and a symmetric cost matrix C = {cij) where 
Cij is the distance between city i and j, 1 < i, j < n. Like MCP, there are 
many ways to represent possible paths P. We here represent a travelling 
path by a permutation of (1，...，n)’ say P = (pi’p2’ •..，Pn). Similar to 
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Figure 2.2: Performance of GA on the T P 
the TP, we also can reform the TSP by adding a negative sign to the 
total travelling cost, so that the TSP can be regarded as maximizing the 
following quantity with respect to all possible paths: 
n - l 
- C p i ’ p i + i + Cp„，pi] (2.4) 
i二 1 
As an example, consider n = 5. A path P = (2, 5, 4, 1, 3) represents the 
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travelling city order as: 2 ^ 5 - ^ 4 — > 3 — > 2 , where pi = 2, p2 = 
5, P3 = 4, P4 = I and ps = 3. Given a cost matrix as below, 
( \ 
0 7 5 6 4 
7 0 8 3 2 
C = 5 8 0 7 4 
6 3 7 0 3 
4 2 4 3 0 
\ / 
the travelling cost of P is 
4 
C歸+1 + = 2 + 3 + 6 + 5 + 8 = 24. 
i=l 
To apply GA, we need to specify some parameters as before. Suppose there 
are 100 cities. Let pc = 1 he the crossover rate and 'p讯=0.001 be the 
mutation rate. The cost matrix {cij) is uniformly generated from the range 
of [1,100]. We want to maximize the objective function in Equation (2.4), 
N = 100 as the population size, and simply simulate 200 generations. The 
representation of chromosomes is in permutation like that in the TP, and 
we use the same crossover and mutation operators. 
Here, we just illustrate the performance of the GA on the TSP, and we 
will not pay much attention on the selection of the variation operators. 
For the selection method, we use a tournament method with tournament 
size of 2. 
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Figure 2.3 shows the travelling cost of chromosomes in different genera-
tions. We can see that the histograms move to the right side with smaller 




GA is a projection of the evolutionism. It is believed that the process of 
the evolution is ever on-going. However, whether the algorithm works or 
not strongly depends on the relation between the parents and their off-
springs. A common belief is that parents with better fitness have larger 
chance to produce offsprings with better fitness. In Chapter 2，we have 
already introduced many features of the GA, and there are many parame-
ters needed to be specified. All of these affect the performance of the GA, 
and there is not a general guideline on their specification. 
In this chapter, we try to build a model on the problem-dependent 
effect of GA in order to provide a platform on which we can compare 
different problem-independent factors' setting. We believe that the core 
of the mechanism of GA is how offsprings are reproduced given a pair 
27 
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of parents. People always try to understand this relation through the 
biological constitution of chromosomes, which is the variation operation 
that affects the performance of offsprings a lot. On the other hand, our 
model try to give an abstract expression of such a relation in order to give 
a more general understanding over those many features, and also provide 
different view point to the GA. In Section 3.2, we model the relation 
between the parents and their offsprings in a general way. 
3.2 Sampling Mechanism 
In order to investigate how the fitness of an offspring is affcctcd by the fit-
ness of parents, we have to identify the fitness values of the parents. Sup-
pose the chromosomes in the initial population are uniformly distributed 
in the solution space. When there is a mapping from chromosomes to the 
space of fitness values, the traiisfonnation defines statistical distribution 
for the fitness values of chromosomes. Because of the large space for the 
solutions, we can regard the space of fitness as continuous. 
In the initial population, if two chromosomes are selected as parents at 
random, the fitness of their offspring follows the same distribution as its 
parents. The fitness values for one of the parents, which arc associated 
with the outcomes of chance, is a random variable, and is denoted as 
X, with its associated probability density function (pdf), f. The above 
argument tells us that if the two parents Xi and X2 are random sample 
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from /，then the fitness of their offspring should also have pdf equal to / . 
From the fitness histograms showed in Chapter 2, we observe that the 
distribution of fitness of chromosomes f can be treated as continuous, 
and it is usually unirnodal. It is also bounded within a range. In order 
to fit the distribution of fitness, a natural choice is a beta distribution. 
Beta distributions have fruitful shape and can be unirnodal. Also, beta 
distributions can be in any range [a, b] after suitable linear transformation. 
The pdf is defined as follows: 
制 = r ( a ) l V ) for a … ( 3 . 1 ) 
Because we use rank-based selection mechanism, and this kind of selection 
mechanism will not affected by the values of a and 6, we can assume a = 0 
and 6 = 1 . The distribution with two parameters a and P can be simplified 
as follows, 
m = ！ ^：二 )广 1 ( 1 - 工 广 1 f o r 0 < X < 1 , 
where a and p should be greater than 1 in order to have a unirnodal beta 
distribution. After defining the distribution of parents' fitness by beta 
distribution with the range in [0,1], we need to model the distribution of 
offsprings' fitness for a given pair of parents. We denote Y as offsprings' 
fitness in the next generation, and another random variable (y|Xi,X2) 
represents the offsprings' fitness given the parents' fitness Xi and X2. 
For the distribution of offsprings' fitness, we believe that the marginal 
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pdf of Y should also be f when two parents Xi and X2 are independent 
random sample from / . However, it seems not that easy to have simple 
distribution with this property. Thus, we use the technique of data aug-
mentation. We define a latent variable Z with conditional pdf f{z\xi,x2). 
Variable Z may be interpreted as the inborn performance of offsprings 
when the variable {Y\Xi,X2) representing the observable performance of 
offsprings. We can define the distribution of (y|Xi,X2) in the following 
form with an unobservable variable Z, 
Jz A//�/(•，A2)G?” 
where i\z\y, X2) and ^2) are the same conditional pdf. When the 
parents Xi and X2 are i.i.d. sample from f(x), we can prove that the 
marginal distribution of Y does have the desired pdf f . 
[[f{X,)f{X2)f{Y\XuX2)dX,dX2 
J X2 J X\ 
= [ [ / ( A � ) / � / � [ , ( 广 丨 冗 广 
Jx2 Jx, Jz 
= [ f { X 2 ) f { y ) [ f{z\y,X2)dZdX2 




In order to generate a random sample from f{Y\Xi, X2), we simulate z 
from f{Z\Xi, X2), and then simulate Y from f{Y\Z, Xi, X2) which takes 
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the following expression 
JvfWn^ X2)dv 
cx f{y)f{z\y,X2). (3.2) 
We see that / ( y | Z , Xi, X2) depends only on f{y) and f{z\y, X2). The 
roles of parent one Xi and parent two X2 are not symmetric. However, 
it does not matter because both of them come from the same distribution 
/(."), and it is not necessary to distinguish Xi from X2. However, we 
should carefully choose a distribution f{z\xi,x2) in order to have a better 
interpretation. 
Because f{z\xi,x2) is unobservable, we impose some reasonable prop-
erties in the determination of this distribution. Even though Z is unob-
servable, we may think that the distribution 0:2) should act like a 
template of /(y|xi,X2). Also, it is better to be unimodal and with mean 
being the middle point of x\ and :C2. Therefore, we simply choose another 
standard beta、，, r ) distribution in the range [0, 1] again and define the pdf 
of (z|.Ti,.T2) as follows, 
f i A X u X , ) = f l ^ ^ z l l —之广—1; 0 < ^ < 1 (3.3) 
with the relation that 
“ = E [ Z | X i , X 2 ] = ^ ^ = - — . 
In order to have a unimodal beta distribution, it is necessary to ensure 
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both 7 and r greater than 1. 
7 = " 2 I 3 ， 2 � i 
^ 2/^2 + 3 _ — + 2 
丁 = L L > 1 
cH 
where /i and a^ are the conditional mean and variance of the beta distri-
bution. Also, the sufficient condition of both 7 and 丁 to be greater than 1 
is that cr2 satisfies the following inequality 
(3.4) 
V 1 + M 2 - /X y 
Equation (3.4) gives the bounds of Prom Figure (3.1), the maximum 
variance is large. We see that cr^  is maximized at /x = 0.5 and decreases 
as fi goes to 0 or 1. In real practice, the optimal solution will not be reached 
in a few generations. In order to fit our model in real practice, the variance 
of (Z|Xi, X2) should not be too large in order to generate z almost within 
the range between X\ and X2, and with only small probability that z may 
go outside such range. Thus, we introduce a new parameter p to control 
the variance, the p will be estimated from the problem. The range of p is 
0, 1]. Thus, we choose 
… p + (1 — 咖 1 — min ( ^ ^ ^ (3.5) 
\ 1 + /i 2- fi J 
The range of xi and X2 are both in [0，1]. Thus, [p + (1 — p)\x\ — X2I] is 
also in [0, 1]. For a given positive p, the variance is in positive relation 
with \x\ — X2I, but still has non-zero variance when Xi = x^. 
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Figure 3.1: Plot of Maximum Variance vs mean 
In our model, a pair of parents with similar fitness values will have 
smaller offsprings' variance when using the variance model in Equation 
(3.5). This kind of parents will usually produce offsprings with similar 
fitness values as its parents. This is the ease that always choosing parents 
with the highest fitness values may reduce the diversity of the population. 
Finally, Equation (3.3) can be presented in more details. 
/ 刷’馬 ) = f l ^ m - z ” 
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with 
7 _ X1+X2 _ 
二 ="； 
r[_ 二 
(7 + T)2(7 + T + 1) . 
The formulae for 7 and r are 
/ I - i^x 
T = ( h ; 
7 = 2 (3.6) 
(J之 
Thus, Equation (3.2) is governed by three parameters a, [5 and p as follows. 
八 ” 认 刷 - 广 1 ( 1 1 广 
X 職 终 力 ( 3 . 7 ) 
and the shape parameters 7 and r are specified as in Equation (3.6). The 
model for the evolution process of GA is established and there are totally 
three parameters involved. In the following section, we will discuss how to 
generate samples of Y given a pair of parents Xi and X2 under the model. 
3.3 Sampling Algorithm 
In order to sample from / ( y | Z , Xi, X2), the Sampling/Importance Resam-
pling (SIR) algorithm is employed. Details about SIR algorithm can be 
found in Ross (2002, pp.242-246). The SIR algorithm requires a sampling 
pdf (p. There are a lot of choices for 0. Due to the wide value range of 
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parameters a and it is difficult to have a cj) which is efficient for all possi-
ble parameters' values. Thus, we use the simplest continuous distribution 
Uniform (0, 1) with the same range of offsprings' fitness y as our sampling 
pdf (j). The sampling algorithm is given in the following. 
1. Select xi and X2 from the previous population by different selection 
mechanisms. Simulate z from the distribution f{z\xi,x2), which is a 
beta (7, r) distribution with parameters specified in Equation (3.6); 
2. Simulate yi’ . . . ， " „ from Uniform (0, 1). For each value, calculate 
the density in Equation (3.7) given values of y^ , 2;, xi and X2. All 
n density values are then transformed into range [0, 1], denoted as 
:(/;，...，";丨,where 
‘ E;=i/("jl:，ri，Z2) 
Vi = ^ 7 7 r l<i<n. 
3. Generate U from Uniform (0, 1) distribution. Accept yi generated in 
step 2 when < U < where i = 1 ,2 , . . . , n, with the convention 
that j/q = 0. Go to Step 1 for another pairs of x\ and X2. 
3.4 Parameters Estimation 
After building a model to investigate the performance of different selection 
mechanisms, parameters estimation from a given real example is the next 
step. For our model, there are in total three parameters, which are a, P 
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and p. We divide parameters estimation into two parts, one is for a and 
P, from f [y), and another is p from f{z\xi,x2). 
3.4.1 Parameters a and /3 of f{y) 
We want to estimate a and fi from a real example. In this thesis, we 
always uniformly generate chromosomes to form an initial population for 
a problem. We can use the parents' fitness values in the initial population 
to estimate these two parameters. Rather than having two parameters of 
beta distribution in our model, there should be four parameters of beta 
distribution, which arc defined in Equation (3.1), for any real example. 
Besides the two shape parameters a and /?, there are two parameters a and 
b, which are the minimum and maximum values of the beta distribution 
respectively. However, only the shape parameters a and P are useful in 
our model. 
Carnahan (1989) considers using MLE for the four-parameter beta dis-
tribution. The log-likelihood function is 
\nL{a,b,a,f5]x) = n{ln r ( a + P) - In r ( a ) - In r { P ) 
+(l-a-p) ln{b-a)} 
n 




Z = 1 
By differentiating it with respect to a, /3, a and b respectively and setting 
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A 
the equations to zero, the MLE a, (5, a and b can be obtained by solving 
the following equations: 
• 二 二n [ = ip{a) — ip{a 4- /3) - - a) - n\n(b — a)]; 
oa ^ 
x—\ 
o 1 J- IT' 
0 二 " ^ ~ = '0(a) - 'iP{a + /5) - - x,) - n\n{b - a)]; 
? : = i 
^In L a P — I _i , i) — a . 
0 二 = - 1 r)； da a — I Xi — a i=l 
d\nL a-j-P-1 6 - a 
0 = � = • “ ~ - � n } (- )， (3.9) 
where ip{') is the digamma function. Carnahan (1989) indicates that the 
MLE is not that biased and is asymptotically efficient at large sample sizes 
(n > 1000) in the empirical study of the bias and variance of the estimator. 
In order to estimate the two shape parameters a and p without wasting 
too much resource, we only use the information of fitness in the initial 
population. 
In addition, there should be some constraints for the parameters a, (3, 
a and b. We can estimate the parameters using an R function "constrOp-
tim()". This function is to minimize the -log-likelilood function subject 
to linear inequality constraints. There are several constraints for the four 
parameters given N fitness of parents in the initial population, x i , . . . 
stated in the following, 
1. a < :r(i)，where :r(i) is the ininiinuin fitness value in the initial popu-
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lation; 
2. b � w h e r e x�n�is tlie maximum fitness value in the initial pop-
ulation; 
3. a > 1; f3 > 1. 
Besides these constraints on parameters, we need to specify the gradient 
function. The gradient function is given in Equation (3.9). Also, when a 
and b arc known, there is a simple R function ” fitdistr” to estimate two 
shape parameters a and (3 for the beta distribution after transforming the 
fitness values into range [0,1 . 
3.4.2 Parameters p of f{z\xi^x2) 
A difficulty cncountcrcd in the parameter estimation of p is that the vari-
able of Z given xi and X2 is unobservable, and only variable Y can be 
measured for GA. The parameter p is introduced so as to control variabil-
ity of the offsprings' fitness. Thus, the variance of /(yjxi,X2) should carry 
valuable information about the parameter p. We may finally estimate pa-
rameter p of f{z\x\,x2) through the evaluation of the empirical and the 
theoretical second moment of / (y |xi , 0:2). Here, we simply use the Method 
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of Moment. The second moment of f{y\xi,x2) is as follows 
E[y^\xux2] = / y^f{y\xux2)dy Jy 
f 2 f( \ 不 1，.仰)/(之 1",.工2) j , 
= / y f{y) / r r. ^rf ^dzdy. 
Jy Jz 人 / ( ” ) / W ? ) , •巧)杰J 
Wc use numerical method to solve this problem. The cffect of crossover 
and mutation operator should be unchanged over generations. To save 
efforts, we estimate p in the first generation. For the initial population size 
N, we have to draw N pairs of parents in order to have N offsprings in the 
next generation. For each pair of parents, we calculate the E[y'^\xii/xi2], 
Parents (0:11,0:12) ••• {xiuXii) • . . {xnuXn2) 
i i i i i 
Offsprings yi . • • yi . . . Vn 
for i = 1 ,…，TV, and setting that the sample mean of these expectation 
to the second moment of y^ i.e. 
1 AT 1 iv 
and solve out the parameter p. We can numerically approximate the esti-
mate of p by solving the following minimization problem 
1 yv 1 TV 
i=l i=l 
Chapter 4 
Design and Results of the 
Simulation Study 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we consider the design of a simulation study to compare 
the performance of different selection mechanisms. The design consists 
of three parts. Firstly, we determine which selection mechanisms should 
be included in our comparison. Secondly, we determine the factors in 
the experiment and specify factor level. Thirdly, we introduce an index 
to evaluate the performance of different selection mechanisms. The three 
parts are discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. In Section 4.5, 
we have our results and interpretation. 
40 
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4.2 Selection Mechanism 
There are many selection mechanisms. A popular selection mechanism is 
to select individual with probability proportional to the fitness values, and 
this selection mechanism is applicable only when fitness is always positive. 
However, in order to simplify our study to a model with only three param-
eters, our thesis will only focus on rank-based selection mechanisms. Five 
different sclcction mechanisms are choscn. They include three tournament 
selection mechanisms, proportional to rank selection mechanism, and the 
random selection mechanism for which each individual is equally likely to 
be selected. Random selection mechanism is used as a control treatment 
of the experiment. 
For rank-based selection mechanisms, a simple type is the tournament 
selection with different tournament size. We will choose tournament selec-
tion mechanisms without replacement with size 2, 20 and 50. Tournament 
size 2 is most commonly used; while tournament selection with tourna-
ment size 50 which is equal to the population size, only selects the best 
fitted chromosome as the parents. Thus, the parents are all the same in 
a population, and this selection mechanism is the one having the highest 
selection pressure. Also, we choose one more tournament size 20. 
Besides the tournament selection, another rank-based selection mecha-
nism is to select individual proportional to the rank. The individual with 
the lowest fitness has rank 1; the individual with the second lowest fitness 
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has rank 2, and so on. 
4.3 Choice of Parameters' Values 
There are totally three parameters involved in our model, namely a, /3 
and p. We need to specify the values of these three parameters in the ex-
perimental design. From the real examples, we observe that the estimates 
of a and (5 are usually closed to each other, and they are in the range 
10,150]. The range of p seems to have large variation in the range of [0,1 . 
Therefore, we use the factor levels in Table 4.1: 
Table 4,1: Levels of Three Parameters 
Values 
a 10 20 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 
(5 10 20 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 
p 0.01 0.1 0.4 0.7 
Certainly, it is better to have all combinations for these three parameters 
levels. However, as a and f3 are closed to each other, given a value a, we 
simply use three values of (5 close to the given value of a. For example, 
P takes values 90, 110, 130 when a is 110. One more example, jS takes 
values 10, 20, 30 when a is 10. Thus, there are total 108 (= 9 x 3 x 4) 
combinations of values. 
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4.4 Performance Index 
GA aims at searching the global maximum. Thus the index used to com-
pare different selection mechanisms should also base on the maximum 
value. In order to derive this index, we will study the asymptotic dis-
tribution of maximum. 
In fact, maximum is an extreme order statistic, which associates with 
the extreme value distribution. Let (Xi, X2, . . . , ^n) be a random sample 
from a distribution F{x). Denote max(Xi, X 2 , … ， b y Xn,n-
There are only three feasible types of non-degenerated limiting dis-
tributions, H{x) for Xn^ n- Ahsanullah (2004 pp.101-106) and Castillo 
(1988，Chapter 3) provide details on extreme value theory. The three 
non-degenerated extreme value distributions are the Prechet, the Weibull 
and the Gumbel distribution and each has its own domain of attraction. 
We define the upper end point, 
uj{F) = sup{x : F{x) < 1}. 
The distribution of Xn,n for a distribution F{x) is 
Hn{x) = lMXn,n <x) = ⑷， 
and 
l i m 严⑷ 
n—>00 
can only take values either 0 or 1. In order to study how fast it converges 
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to its limit, two constants a^ and are introduced, and 
lim Hn{an + bnx) 
n—>00 
is studied. For suitable choices of a„ and 
lim Hn{an + b^x) = lim + h^x) = //(x); for all x, 
n—>oo n—>00 
where H[x) is one of the three non-degenerated distribution functions 
mentioned above. For the problem we consider, cj(F) < oo, and the 
Weibull distribution is the suitable limiting distribution. The Weibull 
distribution takes the following form: 
f 
1 if 0： > 0 
Weibull: E{x)= < 
exp[—(—re)"] otherwise. 
\ 
A distribution function F[x) falls in the domain of attraction for the 
Weibull distribution if and only if cj(F) < oo and the function 
F\x) = F ( c j ( F ) - � ； x > 0 (4.1) 
satisfies 
⑷ = 一 "〉。. （4.2) 
Two constants a^ and can be chosen as 
an = UJ{F); bn = io{F) - F -1 f l - i V (4.3) 
\ 孔J 
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The distribution of maximum after given number of generations is com-
plicated, except when the population size is huge, the initial population 
is uniformly drawn, and random selection mechanism is used. Thus, it is 
worthwhile to study this special case. In our case, the F{x) is the beta 
(q;,/3) distribution functioE. It is obvious that uj{F) = I is finite. Then, 
we check whether the function in Equation (4.1) satisfies Equation (4.2) 
or not. 
F*{y) = F (uj{F) - - ) ； y>0, 
V yJ 
^{F) = 1 for beta (a, /?) distribution and the cdf of beta distribution is, 
and 
� ) = ^ (l - J) 
r(cOr(/?) Jo � ) 
Thus, (4.2) becomes 
- 1 - F^jty) : lim l - I ^ / � i - � 1 l - ” ) " — 
丄 1 - 尸 , ) _ 丄 l ^ i o " 一 ( 1 - f 1彻 
I�((计“）(I _ 丄 ） 丄 丄、 
1- r(a)r09)(l ty) 乂 ty) � y f ^ ) = l i m :=rf—；^ t-^ oo r(Q+/3)门 _ l�a-lflVJ-l(丄、 r(a)rG5)(i t) �tJ 
1 (1 _ 
= l i m -
t-^oo (1 — 
= i where P > 0. 
y� 
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Thus, the limiting distribution of the maximum of a sample of size n 
from the beta (a,/3) distribution should be the Weibull distribution with 
parameter j3. Also, the two constants in (4.3) become 
an = 1； K = u{F) — - i ) = 1 - F"^ f 1 - i V 
n \ n J 
Let F - i ( l - � = /c. We have 
n A r(a)r(/3)� ) 
When n is large, k will be close to 1. 
1 」 - 1 — r ㈣ ( 1 — • 工 
n Jk r(a)r(/^ ) 
i ^ r(…)1(1 —幻 0 n � r ( a ) r _ ( i 
Thus, 
The extreme value theory tells us that 
K 
has Weibull distribution as its limiting distribution. Then for large n, 
E[X…J s an - bj = 1 - e%,-入 (4.4) 
for some positive constants S, A(= 1/P) and Q. 
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In our study, n can be regarded as the cumulative population size, i.e. 
n = iN, where i and N are the generation number and the fixed constant 
population size in each generation respectively. X^^ n is the maximum value 
of individuals' fitness in all i generations. Let us denote it by Vi. Thus, 
Equation (4.4) becomes 
E[K] s 1 - e \ i N ) - \ (4.5) 
For other selection mechanisms, better convergence is expected. We be-
lieve that E[Vi] can be well approximated by the same form in Equation 
(4.5) but with different A. Thus, we use the following model for E[Vi' 
where 0* and A* are two positive constants. The constant A* is used as an 
index for the convergence. The larger the A* , the faster the convergence. 
A* can be easily estimated by the following linear regression model: 
ln(l - E [ K ] )记 ln(9*-A* Inz, (4.6) 
where E[Vj] is replaced by the sample mean of V^  over several independent 
replications. 
We investigate whether the above approximation works well for the 
random selection mechanism and some other selection mechanisms. Let 
us use a = 50, = 70 and p = 0.1 as our example. Figure 4.1 shows that 
the straight line fits the random selection mechanism well. 
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Random Selection 
in / 
1 1 1 1 1 1 H 
-3.5 -30 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0 5 0.0 
-ln(i) 
Figure 4.1: Plot of ln(l — E[K]) against - ln(i) for the Random Sclcction mcchanism 
For other selection mechanisms, we use two tournament selection mech-
anisms with size 2 and size 20 as our examples. Figure 4.2 shows that two 
curves are straight too. Thus, we will use the slope of the fitted lines as 
our index. 
4.5 Results and Interpretation 
In order to compare the performance of GA for the five selection mech-
anisms, we conduct a simulation study and estimate their index values. 
For each selection mechanism, we simulate 30 generations, and repeat the 
whole process 100 times. In each generation, we use the average value of 
the 100 maxima as the E[Vi\. Then, we estimate A* in Equation (4.6), and 
the A* values always lie between 0.008 and 0.05 in our study. The selection 
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Tournament Selection with Size 2 Tournament Selection with Size 20 
1 1 1 1 1 1 T"^  7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 [-‘ 
-3 5 -30 -2 5 -20 -1 5 -1.0 -0 5 0.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 
-In ⑴ -ln(i) 
Figure 4.2: Plot of ln(l —E[K]) against — ln(i) for Tournament Selection mechanism with 
Size 2 and 20 
mechanism with the highest A* values will be regarded as the best. 
To summarize our findings, we build a classification tree using R func-
tion "ctree". Figure 4.3 shows the classification tree for the five selection 
mechanisms. "1" represents "random selection mechanism", "2" repre-
sents "proportional to rank selection mechanism", "3" represents "tour-
nament selection mechanism with size 2”，"4" represents "tournament se-
lection mechanism with size 20" and "5" represents "tournament selection 
mechanism with size 50". 
As we can see, the classification tree only suggests three selection iiiech-
ariisms, which are tournament selection mechanism with size 2, 20 and 50. 
The classification rate is around 40%, which is low. However, it is reason-
able because there is similarity among selection mechanisms. In order to 
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Figure 4.3: Classification-Tree for 5 selection mechanisms 
study the similarity, we show the practice of the GA for MCP with these 
five different selection mechanisms. Figure 4.4 shows the performance of 
MCP for the five different selection mechanisms. Prom Figure 4.4, we see 
that selection mechanisms “2” and “3” are similar, and “4” and “5” are 
also similar when all of them are better than the random selection mecha-
nism. Thus, in the real practice of the GA, it is also difficult to distinguish 
between similar selection mechanisms. 
We can also see the real practice of the GA for TSP in Figure 4.5. Prom 
Figure 4.5, we see that "3" is obviously better than others while the other 
four selection mechanisms including the random selection mechanisms are 
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Gonerallon 
Figure 4.4: MCP performance for 5 selection rncchanisms: solid line (Blue) is for tour-
nament sclcction mcchanism with size 20; dashed line (Red) is for tournament selection 
mcchanism with size 2, longdash line (Violet) is for tournament selection mechanism with 
size 50’ dotdash line (Green) is for proportional to rank selection mcchanism, and dotted 
line (Black) is for random sclcction mechanism. 
all close to each other. In this real practice of the GA, we discover that it 
is possible that some selection mechanisms perform similar to the random 
selection mechanism. Thus, in the presence of similar selection mecha-
nisms, 40% classification rate is not so low to diminish the value of the 
simulation study. 
Moreover, we see that tournament selection with size 50 cannot ensure 
to have a good performance. This is also our belief that there should not 
be an absolute rule that selection mechanism with the highest selection 
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Figure 4.5: TSP performance for 5 selection mechanisms: solid line (Blue) is for tour-
nament sclcction mcchanism with size 20; dashed line (Red) is for tournament selection 
mcchanism with size 2, longdash line (Violet) is for tournament selection mechanism with 
size 50, dotdash line (Green) is for proportional to rank selection mechanism, and dotted 
line (Black) is for random sclcction mcchanism. 
pressure is the best. It is the fundamental difficulty on how to choose a 
selection mechanism because there is no absolute rule. 
After investigating the results, we eliminate two similar mechanisms and 
compare the tournament selection mechanism with size 20, tournament 
selection mechanism with size 2 and random selection mechanism. The 
classification tree is shown in Figure 4.6. “1” represents "random selection 
mechanism", "2" represents "tournament selection mechanism with size 
2”，and "3" represents "tournament selection mechanism with size 20". 
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The classification rate for the tree in Figure 4.6 is around 60%. 
YES beta>=15 NO 
beta>=60 ‘ 3 
beta<1Q0 ] 0/0/12 





Figure 4.6: Final Classification-Tree for tournament selection mechanism with size 2 and 
20 and random sclcction mechanism 
We observe that the classification tree usually suggests tournament se-
lection mechanism with size 20, while only a few are classified into tourna-
ment selection mechanism with size 2. The random selection mechanism 
has never been recommended as we expect. Prom Figures 4.3 and 4.6, we 
observe that parameter p has not been involved in the classification tree. 
This may be due to that the performance of the GA is not significantly 
affected by the parameter p. 
Chapter 5 
Empirical Checking of the Selection 
Rule 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, we have built a model for the relation between parents' 
fitness and offsprings' fitness. In Chapter 4, we summarize the simulation 
results by a classification tree as a rule to choose a selection mechanism. 
In this chapter, we want to check how well the classification tree is when 
applied to the three examples in Chapter 2. 
5.2 Max-Cut Problem 
For MCP, we consider a problem with 50 nodes and 2 partitions. Costs 
are uniformly generated from the range [1,100], and the population size, 
N = 50. The mutation rate, pm, is equal to 0.01, and the crossover rate, c",., 
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is equal to 1. In order to see whether the performance of different selection 
mechanisms is as predicted by our model, we run 100 generations. The 
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Figure 5.1: MCP Performance for 3 different selection mechanisms: solid line is for 
tournament sclcction mcchanism with size 20; dashed line is for tournament selection 
mcchanism with size 2，and dotted line is for random sclcction mcchanism. 
We observe that tournament selection mechanism with size 2 and 20 
are obviously better than random selection mechanism, and tournament 
selection mechanism with size 20 seems to be a little bit better than that 
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with size 2. 
In order to have reference from our model, we estimate the three pa-
rameters, which are a, P and p, of our model from this setting of the 
MCP. Our estimates are a = 86.56, [5 = 92.55, and p = 0.68. Prom 
the classification tree in Figure 4.6, our rule suggests using the tourna-
ment selection mechanism with size 20 as well. Thus, our rule provides a 
"correct" recommendation of a selection mechanism in this example. 
5.3 Transportation Problem 
For TP, suppose there are 10 sources and 10 destinations, and there are 
100 total supply. Also, the transportation costs are uniformly generated 
from the range [1,100]. We use 0.01 for mutation rate and 1 for crossover 
rate. The population size is N = 50, and we simulate 100 generations. 
The performance of the three selection mechanisms are shown in Figure 
5.2. 
Tournament selection mechanisms with size 2 and 20 are obviously bet-
ter than the random selection mechanism. These two tournament selection 
mechanisms have similar performance. The non-concavity of the solid line 
in Figure 5.2 is an indication of large variation of performance. In order to 
draw inference from our model, we estimate the three parameters, and find 
a = 7.8, (5 = 4.3, and p = 0.76. Our model shows that the tournament 
with size 20 is better. 
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Figure 5.2: T P Performance for 3 different selection mechanisms: solid line is for tourna-
ment selection mechanism with size 20; dashed line is for tournament selection mcchanism 
with size 2, and dotted line is for random selection mechanism. 
5.4 Travelling Salesman Problem 
For TSP, we consider 100 cities. The travelling costs are uniformly gener-
ated from in the range [1，50], and the population size, N = 50. Also, the 
mutation rate, Pm, is equal to 0.01, and the crossover rate, c^, is equal to 
1. Similarly, we show the performance for different selection mechanisms 
in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3: TSP Performance for 3 different selection mechanisms: solid line is for tourna-
ment sclcction mcchanism with size 20; dashed line is for tournament selection mechanism 
with size 2，and dotted line is for random selection mcchanism. 
We observe that the tournament selection mechanism with size 2 is 
similar to the random selection mechanism while the tournament selection 
mechanism with size 20 is better than the other two selection mechanisms. 
For our model, our estimates are a 二 20.4, (3 = 16.0, and p = 0.43. Our 
rule shows that tournament selection mechanism with size 20 is better 
than that with size 2 and the random selection mechanism. 
In these three applications, we can see that large ranges of parameters 
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a and ft prefer tournament selection mechanism with size 20 while a small 
ranges of the parameters prefer tournament selection mechanism with size 
2. It is also consistent to the recommendations from our model. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion and Discussion 
In all, our rule can determine a good selection mechanism as it gives rec-
ommendations of selection mechanisms consistent to the performance of 
three GA applications. Of course, there is opportunity of not choosing 
the "best" choice of selection mechanisms. However, the guideline helps 
ruling out "bad" choices and usually suggest "near-optimal" mechanism. 
Our simulation discovers similarity between some selection mechanisms 
just as what we may observe in the real practice of the GA. 
The main purpose of this thesis is to suggest a rule for the choice of 
a selection mechanism. Unlike the traditional approach, we build up and 
make use of a model for the relation between parents' fitness and offsprings' 
fitness. 
From our study, we also believe that selection mechanisms with higher 
selection pressure is sometimes better while there are some cases where 
sclcction mcchanism with lower selection pressure is preferred. This find-
60 
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ings reinforce our belief that no single selection mechanism is good in all 
cases. The mechanism to be used should depend on the parameter value 
of a model. 
In this research, because of the time constraint, we do not aim at con-
ducting a complete study for investigating the choice of selection mecha-
nisms. However, we have considered many essences of the GA needed to be 
included in the model, and the model has really introduced an innovative 
idea in the study of this field. The approach, which represents the GA by 
an abstract model, is meaningful and can be further developed. 
Clearly, there are rooms for improvement in this study. Even our model-
based selection mechanism provides a general guideline in the assessment of 
selection mechanisms, some limitations of our model have been highlighted 
here in order to build a better model by future researchers, so as to have 
a more complete picture of the GA. 
For our model, we have studied a few examples, and try to consider and 
include all possible and objective essence of the GA. However, it should 
be the case that the true model of the relation between parents, fitness 
and offsprings' fitness is complicated. In order to make our m o d e l simple, 
it is not easy to strike a balance between the objective essence and the 
simplicity of our model. Hence, it is unavoidable to have some subjective 
assumptions. Those assumptions are all open to study. We summarize our 
discussion as follows. 
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1. Our model starts from a beta distribution. This is not a restrictive 
assumption for two reasons: (1) the fitness distribution is in many 
cases unirnodal and beta distribution can usually fit such kind of 
distribution fairly well; and (2) if beta distribution does not fit, we 
can always find a strictly increasing transformation of fitness to fit 
the beta distribution. 
2. We only compare the rank-based selection mechanisms in this the-
sis. In fact, it is also possible to compare other selection mechanisms. 
However, this may increase the complexity and the number of "effec-
tive" parameters in the model. 
3. In order to have a better control of variance of the index, we have 
used conditioning variance reduction method to improve the variance. 
However, the variance of the estimated index A is still significant 
enough to afFcct the classification tree. 
4. Local maxima are common in real problems. In order to better imitate 
the process of the GA, our model can be modified to include the 
regional effect, explicitly. We can create a new latent nominal variable, 
say R, for every individual. R is an indicator variable of the local 
region in which the individual falls. Each region is associated with a 
local maximum. In the model of the relation between parents' and 
offsprings' fitness values and values, we can incorporate the regional 
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effect. For example, if the selected parents have the same i?,-value, 
their offsprings will have large probability to take the same R-value 
and small variability of their fitness values is expected. 
5. The population size N may affect the performance of the selection 
mechanisms. In this research, we fix the population size N to 50 
for simplicity. In some cases, the population size N does have some 
cffccts. For tournament sclcction mcchanism with size 2 as an ex-
ample, there should be difference between AT = 50 and _/V 二 500 
because the selective pressure will be reduced as the population size 
increases. Thus, more investigation is needed to study the effect of 
the population size N. 
6. For evaluating the performance for different selection mechanisms, we 
only focus on the performance of evolution process but no consider-
ation is given to the time consumed by each selection mechanism. 
Thus, it is also important to include the time factor in the future 
comparison study as well. 
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